Abstract. Recently, a number of primal-dual interior-point methods for semide nite programming have been developed. To reduce the number of oating point operations, each iteration of these methods typically performs block Gaussian elimination with block pivots that are close to singular near the optimal solution. As a result, these methods often exhibit complex numerical properties in practice.
SDP arises in many areas of science and engineering and includes the linear programming problem (LP) as a special case (see Vandenberghe and Boyd 30] ). The recent book by Boyd, Ghaoui, Feron, and Balakrishnan 7] and survey articles by Alizadeh 2] , Lewis and Overton 18] , and Vandenberghe and Boyd 30] contain many applications in system and control theory, combinatorial optimization and eigenvalue optimization.
Let svec be an isometry identifying S n with R n(n+1)=2 , so that K L = (svec(K)) T svec(L) for all K, L 2 S n ; and let smat be the inverse of svec. The optimality conditions for problem ( Throughout this paper, we assume that rank (A) = m and that equations (1.2) have a unique solution (X ; Z ; y ) such that X and Z 0. Hence, (X ; Z ; y ) is a feasible solution to (1.1) that further satis es the complementarity condition (1.2-c).
1.1. Interior-Point Methods for the SDP. Interior point methods for SDP were originally proposed by Alizadeh 1] and Nesterov and Nemirovskii 25] . Most of the interior point methods for SDP are path-following methods, meaning that they generate a sequence of iterates approximating the so-called central path and converging to the primal and dual solutions. For SDP, the points on the central path satisfy equations (1.2-a) and (1.2-b) , and the following condition relaxed from (1.2-c):
XZ ? I = 0 :
It is well-known that under certain conditions the solution to (1.2-a), (1.2-b) and (1.3) is unique and converges to the optimal solution of (1.1) as goes to 0 (see Nesterov and Todd 26] ). However, directly applying Newton's method to equations (1. The MZ family includes a number of important symmetric search directions that were introduced earlier. The AHO method introduced by Alizadeh, Haeberly and Overton 5] is based on a direction that corresponds to P = I. Taking P T P = X ?1 and P T P = Z result in the two directions suggested by Monteiro 20] . These directions are also equivalent to two special directions of the family of directions introduced by Kojima, Shindoh and Hara 17]; and the direction corresponding to P T P = Z was also suggested by Helmberg, Rendl, Vanderbei, and Wolkowicz 15] . We refer to methods based on these two directions as the HKM methods to re ect their history of discovery 1 . The NT method, suggested by Nesterov and Todd 26, 27 ], corresponds to a search direction de ned by any P that satis es P T P = R ?1 ? R Z R T 1 2 R ?T ; (1.5) where R 2 R n n is any matrix such that R T R = X. Another family of symmetric search directions has been recently introduced by Monteiro and Tsuchiya 22] .
Polynomial complexity has been established for primal-dual path-following algorithms based on any direction in these three families. See Kojima, Shindoh, and Hara 17], Monteiro 20, 21] 1.2. Computational Issues. Since we are primarily concerned with computational issues in this paper, from now on we will not make clear distinctions between interior-point methods and their search directions.
The reason interior point methods attract so much attention is because they have remarkable computational promise. Alizadeh, Haeberly and Overton 5] and Todd, Toh and T ut unc u 29] implemented and compared the AHO method, the NT method, and the HKM method corresponding to P T P = Z. A number of SDP solvers are now available in the public domain (see Alizadeh, Haeberly, Nayakkankuppam and Overton 3], Borchers 6 ], Fujisawa, Kojima and Nakata 12]).
These implementations reveal a number of computational issues for SDP that are surprisingly complex. It is observed that for these interior point methods, some implementations were capable of yielding solutions in relatively good agreement with the true optimal solution, whereas others, being slightly di erent but mathematically equivalent in exact arithmetic, yielded very limited accuracy in the computed solution and sometimes even failed to converge. It is also observed that the AHO method of 5] appeared to be the most accurate among the methods tested 5, 29] .
The search directions of these methods are usually solved via a Schur complement equation obtained from block Gaussian elimination (see x2.1). The Schur complement is non-symmetric for the AHO method. Todd, Toh and T ut unc u 29] showed that for a subfamily of search directions in the MZ family, the Schur complement is symmetric positive de nite, and the Schur complement equation can be expressed as the normal equation of a linear least squares (LS) problem and thus can be solved instead as an LS problem. Monteiro and Zhang 24] gave a parameterization of this subfamily. Throughout this paper we refer to this subfamily as the TTT family. It includes the two HKM directions and the NT direction. Zhang 34] also discussed the LS approach for some members of the TTT family. Although their numerical results indicated that the two approaches seemed to be comparable in terms of accuracy, Todd, Toh and T ut unc u 29] argued that the LS approach could perform much better than the Schur complement approach in certain cases since the condition number of the coe cient matrix involved in the LS problem is the square root of that of the Schur complement.
Computational issues have been discussed earlier for other interior-point methods in optimization. For example, Poncele on 28] analyzed linear systems arising from barrier methods for quadratic programming. Forsgren, Gill and Shinnerl 11] analyzed linear systems arising from interior methods for constrained optimization. S. Wright 33, 32] analyzed interior-point methods for LP and linear complementarity problems. M. Wright 31] analyzed ill-conditioning and computational error in interior-point methods for nonlinear programming 31].
Main Results.
We analyze the accuracy of the AHO method and methods based on directions in the TTT family in nite precision arithmetic. We explain why some implementations of these methods are more accurate than others and why the LS approach in general does not perform better than the Schur complement approach. Most importantly, we show that, with the Schur complement approach, methods based on the AHO direction and the TTT family of directions could be numerically stable if certain coe cient matrices associated with the search direction are well-conditioned, but are unstable otherwise. We present results from our numerical experiments that support this analysis.
Our error analysis is on the accuracy in the computed search direction for one step of the interior point methods at a point (X; Z; y) that is \close" to the optimal solution of (1.1). We do not discuss the iteration complexity of these methods in nite precision. S. Wright 33, 32] took a somewhat similar approach in his nite precision analysis of interior-point methods for LP and linear complementarity problems. This paper is organized as follows. In x2 we discuss the Schur complement equation and the parameterization of the TTT family. In x3 we discuss the AHO method and analyze it in nite precision. In x4 we discuss methods of the TTT family, relate them to the NT and HKM methods, and analyze them in nite precision. In x5 we present results from our numerical experiments that support our analysis. Finally in x6 we discuss some extensions and future work.
1.4. Notation and Conventions. Throughout this paper, the symmetrized Kronecker product of G and K is a square matrix of order n(n + 1)=2; its action on svec(H), where H 2 S n , is given by
( ) is the oating point result of the operation and j j , with being the machine precision. For simplicity, we ignore the possibility of over ow and under ow.
The norm used is the 2-norm. Let and be numbers. We write = O( ) if j j c j j for some positive constant c that is \moderate" and independent of . We say that a matrix or a vector is O( ) if its norm is O( ). In such cases, the constant hidden in O( ) usually is a \moderate" multiple (such as 10 or 100) of a low degree polynomial in the matrix dimensions. We write = ( ) if = O( ) and = O( ).
For any matrix X, jXj is the matrix with entries (jXj) ij = jX ij j; and jXj jY j means that jX ij j jY ij j holds for all i and j. max (X) and min (X) are the largest and smallest singular values of X, respectively; and (X) = max (X)= min (X) 1 is its condition number. For any symmetric matrix X, max (X) and min (X) are its largest and smallest eigenvalues, respectively. When we say a matrix is positive de nite we implicitly assume that it is symmetric. where I is the identity matrix of appropriate dimension and E = ? P ?T Z s P ; F = (P X) s P ?T and r c = svec ( I ? H P (X Z)) :
A straightforward way to compute the search direction dX is to solve (2.2) as a dense linear system of equations. However, this approach is too expensive for large SDPs. To compute dX more e ciently by taking advantage of the block structure in (2.2), we perform a block LU factorization on (2. (2.5-c) 5 Following the literature, we now brie y discuss how to solve (2.5) e ciently, under the assumption that P is a general matrix and no information about its possible relation to (X; Z; y) is known. The matrix-vector products F u for u = r d and u = svec(dZ) on the right hand sides of (2.5) are F u = 1 2 svec (P X) smat(u) P ?1 + P ?T smat(u) (P X) T :
(2.6)
Note that E ?1 appears in M and on the right hand sides of (2.5). Since E is an n(n + 1)=2 by n(n + 1)=2 Note that the orthogonal matrix S in (2.10) leaves the search direction (2.2) invariant. Furthermore, with some basic linear algebra, it is easy to show that the block diagonal matrix B can always be made diagonal with a proper choice of the singular vector matrices of RH T in (2.9).
The two HKM search directions 15, 17, 20] de ned by P T P = X ?1 and P T P = Z are members in the TTT family with B = ?1 and B = I, respectively; and the NT direction 26, 27] (see (1.5) ) is a member in the TTT family with B = ? 1 2 . Let P satisfy (2.10-a). Then it is straightforward to verify that H P (X Z) = S 2 S T : The matrix-vector product (2.6) is F u = 1 2 svec (X smat(u) + smat(u) X) : Hence F u can be computed with just one matrix-matrix product, which costs about The cost for computing V from V is about 3n 3 ops, taking into account symmetry in V ; the cost for computing U from V is about n 2 ops; and the cost for computing U from U is about 3n 3 ops.
There are m+2 equations of the form (3.2) in (2.5), all of which can be solved via the same eigendecomposition of Z. The total cost for eigendecomposing Z and solving these equations is about 6mn 3 Note that Z y = Q yb ? Q y T is an exact eigendecomposition. We further let E y = Z y s I = E + O ( kZk) and M y = A ? E y ?1 F A T :
Lemma 3.1 is the basis of our error analysis in x3.3. We leave its proof to the Appendix. We note that Assumption 3.2 implies both primal and dual non-degeneracy and strict complementarity. See 5, 14] .
In Algorithm 3.1, dX is computed using (2.5). Round-o errors are in general made at every step of the computation. Let Since Algorithm 3.1 is an iterative method, it usually is not necessary for dX to be computed very accurately for the method to make progress. However, if the round-o errors in J are so large that k J k = ( min (J )), then the right hand side of (3.17) becomes at least (1) or even unde ned, implying that the computed search direction c dX could be completely di erent from dX, making it unlikely that Algorithm 3.1 will make any further progress. It follows that Algorithm 3.1 could stop making further
which simpli es to
where we have used the fact that kJ k = O(1) and that
The optimal solution Z is in general singular (see (1.2)). Hence one can only expect Algorithm 3.1 to converge to a numerical solution (X; Z; y) which satis es (3.18). This is not a severe restriction on numerical accuracy if J is well-conditioned. However, if J is ill-conditioned, then (3.18) indicates that Algorithm 3.1 could stop making progress well before some eigenvalues of Z become su ciently small, making it numerically unstable. Since equation (3.10) indicates that the right hand side of (2.2) is always computed very accurately, the backward errors in J appear to be the only source of potential numerical instability in Algorithm 3.1. Repeating the arguments in x3.3, it is easy to see that the PC rule might stop making progress as soon as it reaches an iterate (X; Z; y) that satis es (3.18), and hence it could be numerically unstable if J is ill-conditioned.
The potential numerical instability of Algorithm 3.1 is due to the block LU factorization procedure discussed in x2. Finally, we caution that the above analysis merely identi es situations in which Algorithm 3.1 could be numerically unstable. It does not assert instability in these situations nor does it guarantee progress of Algorithm 3.1 in other situations. Despite this weakness, it is clear that this analysis does provide important new insight into understanding the numerical stability of Algorithm 3.1 in nite precision arithmetic.
In x5 we will present results from our numerical experiments that support the analysis in x3. 3. 3. As before, the backward errors in the coe cient matrix of the equation above are bounded by (3.12) . However, the round-o errors on the right hand side could become huge as the iterates converge. For example, assume that the current iterate (X; Z; y) is su ciently close to (X ; Z ; y ) so that min (Z) O ?p kXk and kRk O ?p kJ k kXk :
It follows from (3.21) that there might be no signi cant digits at all in the right hand side vector b r p +L 3;1 , and kb r p +L 3;1 k could be signi cantly larger than kb r c k and kb r d k. 13 Hence the computed search direction could be completely in error. It follows that the AHO method with (3.19) could stop making progress when kRk = O ( p kJ k kXk), even if J is well-conditioned.
Similar analysis holds for the NT method. As we will show in x4, the NT method, when implemented according to a similar block Gaussian elimination procedure, is reasonably accurate in general. On the other hand, if mathematically equivalent but numerically di erent formulas are used to replace computed quantities during the computation, as is done for the AHO method in (3.20) , then the resulting method could be highly unstable. The same argument holds for all other methods in the TTT family as well.
4. Analysis of the TTT Methods. 4.1. The TTT Methods. A search direction in the TTT family is a search direction de ned by (2.2) with P satisfying one of the two mathematically equivalent equations in (2.10). We assume that a proper choice of the singular vector matrices of R H T in (2.9) has been made so that B is a diagonal matrix. Arrange the singular values as 0 < 1 2 n and let B = diag( 1 ; ; n ) and e B = B = diag ( 1 1 ; ; n n ) : (4.1) We will base our development on the assumption that P is chosen using expression (2.10-a). It follows from (2.2) As we have seen throughout x4.1, due to relation (2.11), E, F, and M can be expressed in several di erent but mathematically equivalent ways, each of which may lead to a di erent numerical solution to (2.5). We have chosen to solve (2.5) via the SVD (2.9) so as to keep the symmetry of M explicit and to avoid the explicit inversion of e H and e R everywhere except in (4.9); this allows us to derive a relatively favorable error analysis. Our approach is somewhat di erent from those of Monteiro and Zhang 24] and Todd, Toh and T ut unc u 29]. Algorithm 4.1 below is a more formal description of the method described in this section. We will postpone some details on how to compute expressions in (4.8) and (4.9) to x4.3. We will also discuss a new choice of B in x5.1. 3. Choose steplengths and using (3.4) and update the iterates by (X; Z; y) (X + dX; Z + dZ; y + dy) :
The main cost of Algorithm 4.1 is in the computation and factorization of M.
To compute e A in (4.6), we need to explicitly compute the matrices e R A i e Since reliable methods for computing the SVD are only available for dense matrices, a potential drawback with Algorithm 4.1 is that the SVD computation in (2.9) could be very ine cient if matrices R and H were highly sparse or structured. Similar problems arise even if this SVD is replaced by an eigendecomposition of RZ R T (see 24]). Zhang 34] pointed out that in the special case B = I (or P T P = Z), equations (2.5) As we discussed at the end of x2, the two HKM search directions 15, 17, 20] de ned by P T P = X ?1 and P T P = Z correspond to the choices i = 1= i and i = 1, respectively; and the NT direction 26, 27] corresponds to the choice i = 1= p i . In general, however, the i 's can be any positive numbers for the TTT family, making the ratios involving i 's potentially huge. In addition, the matrices e H and e R themselves could be badly scaled as well. To see this, assume for the moment that X and Z commute so that we can write their eigendecompositions as X = Q X Q T and Z = Q Z Q T , where Q is an orthogonal matrix and both X and Z are positive diagonal matrices. Equation ( (4.14)
We note that the ratios involving i 's could be huge, while some of the factors involving i 's and i 's could be very small. Consequently, among the n(n + 1)=2 scalar equations in (4.14), some might have huge coe cients whereas others might only have small ones. This bad scaling could cause the matrix J in (2.2) to be arbitarily ill-conditioned, even when J with the choice P = I is well-conditioned. In exact arith- 
Error Analysis for the TTT Methods. The error analysis for the TTT
methods is much more complicated than that for the AHO method, due to the potentially bad scaling of the complementarity equation (2.1-c) for the TTT methods. To shorten the presentation, we will summarize some pieces of analysis into lemmas and a theorem and leave some of their proofs to the Appendix.
We begin by examining the round-o errors in the decompositions (2.8) and the SVD (2.9). Assume that they are computed backward stably as In our analysis, we will think of the search direction de ned by (2.2) as a direction de ned at the point (X y ; Z y ; y), instead of (X; Z; y). These two points are identical in exact arithmetic, and di er slightly in nite precision. However, this minor di erence will make our analysis much simpler. Since the round-o error matrix E in (4.16) is in general non-zero, the expressions in (2.10) for P and the expressions in (4.2) for E and F, while mathematically equivalent in exact arithmetic, are inconsistent in nite precision arithmetic. As in x4.1, we base our analysis on the assumption that P is chosen using (2.10-a): P = S B e H. We also set S = I since it is never involved in any computation (see x4.1). Under this choice of P, the search direction de ned by (2.2) at the point (X y ; Z y ; y) satis es (cf. We could try to write the round-o errors during the computation of the search direction as perturbations to (4.17), in a form similar to (3.11). However, the coecient matrix J in (4.17) is in general badly scaled and hence ill-conditioned. To make our error analysis more meaningful, we need to re-scale the rows of J to make it as balanced as round-o errors in E and F permit, and then examine the error bounds in the re-scaled version of (4.17). Re-scaling is a technique often used in error analysis for linear systems solutions to reveal the e ective condition number. respectively, where = max n i=1 i = (k e Hk) and = max n i=1 i = (k e Rk). The scaled E matrix S ?1 E E = H s H is well row-scaled due to (4.13) and has 2-norm (1). The scaled F matrix S ?1 F F has 2-norm O(1), but could still be badly rowscaled for some E. We have chosen the factor ( + ) 2 instead of 2 in front of S F 20 to make our analysis simpler. To see the diagonal entries of S E and S F more clearly, we apply S E and S F to the vector e in x1. 4 : Comparing with (4.14), which is the complementarity equation in exact arithmetic, we see that the scaling factors for E in nite precision arithmetic is similar to those for E in exact arithmetic. On the other hand, some of the i 's can be much smaller than + , so the scaling factors for F in nite precision arithmetic can be drastically larger than those for F in exact arithmetic, potentially causing J S to be ill-conditioned even when J with the choice P = I is well-conditioned. This ill-conditioning of J S is largely caused by some of the i 's becoming very small near the optimal solution.
The HKM search directions and the NT direction all share this problem (see x5). On the other hand, we observed from numerical experiments that this ill-conditioning problem does not become worse even when one makes J arbitarily ill-conditioned with very bad choices of B.
We now re-scale J in We point out that S is introduced as part of our error analysis to reveal the e ective condition number for the linear system of equations (4.17), and is not part of Algorithm 4.1. Backward error bounds of the form (3.11) would be too pessimistic since (J ) can diverge to 1 very quickly. We now consider round-o errors in R. Although numerically R is evaluated at the point (X; Z; y), instead of (X y ; Z y ; y), the di erence between them is minor. Equation As we argued after Lemma 4.2, the factor ( b ) is usually not very large in practice.
For the sake of argument in the following we assume that it is less than p . Now the bound in Theorem 4.5 looks like (3.12). With arguments similar to those in x3.3, we conclude that Algorithm 4.1 could stop making further progress as soon as it reaches an iterate (X; Z; y) that satis es min( min (Z); min (X)) max(kZk; kXk) = O ( (J S )) ; (4.25) and Algorithm 4.1 could be numerically unstable if J S is ill-conditioned. As with the AHO method, by repeating the arguments in x4.4, it is easy to see that the PC rule applied to Algorithm 4.1 could also be numerically unstable if J S is ill-conditioned.
If ( b ) 1, then the error bound in equation (4.20) on the scaled right hand side of (2.2) will be large. We can eliminate the factor ( b ) in the error bound by choosing a scaling matrix S with larger diagonal entries, thereby making J S potentially worse scaled and therefore worse conditioned.
At rst sight, equation (4.25) seems to suggest that the TTT methods could be as accurate as the AHO method. However, our numerical results in x5.3 show 24 that the matrix J S for the HKM methods and NT method is in general much worse conditioned than the matrix J for the AHO method, indicating that these methods are in general less accurate. In x5.1 we discuss a choice of B that appears to make J S better conditioned than other choices.
The above analysis was on Algorithm 4.1 only. Since the NT method 26, 27] as implemented in 29] is not identical to Algorithm 4.1, our results do not directly apply to it. However, the di erence between these variations does not appear to be fundamental. It is very likely that the NT method in 26, 27, 29] su ers from the same numerical instability problems Algorithm 4.1 faces. The same argument holds for the HKM direction P T P = X ?1 .
While the HKM direction B = I can be computed without the SVD, the matrix 5. Numerical Experiments. In x5 we rst discuss a new choice of search direction in the TTT family. We then discuss how to measure the amount of accuracy in a numerical solution to problem (1.1). Finally we present results from our numerical experiments that support our analysis for the AHO method and the TTT methods. Type-I SDPs, With Block LU Factorization 5.1. A New Search Direction in the TTT Family. Our error analysis of the TTT methods indicates that one factor that potentially limits the amount of accuracy in the numerical solution is the scaled condition number (J S ) (see (4.25) ). To achieve maximum accuracy in the numerical solution, we would like to nd a direction in the TTT family that minimizes (J S ). However, such a direction appears to be very hard to nd. Instead, we note that the source of potential bad scaling in equation (4.14) is the ill-conditioning of the matrix P in (2.10-a). This motivates us to choose a direction in the TTT family that minimizes (P). As in x2. We call the ratio after (J ) in the last expression the normalized residual. We expect a stable numerical method to reduce the normalized residual to the order of machine precision, independent of how big (J ) might be. The above equation suggests that the smaller the normalized residual, the more accurate the numerical solution. The quantity (J ) appears to play the role of the condition number for the SDP. However, for an SDP with a very large condition number, a small normalized residual does not necessarily imply a small error in the optimal solution.
5.3. Numerical Results. We have implemented the AHO method and the TTT methods in Matlab and have performed a number of numerical experiments. We summarize some of the numerical results below. The computations were done on an Ultra Sparc Station in double precision ( 2 10 ?16 ). We tested the following methods:
The AHO method. The NT method by choosing B = ? 1 2 The HKM method with P T P = Z, without the SVD, as discussed in x4.2. The method discussed in x5.1. We will call it the New method.
The NT method in our experiments is not identical to the NT method in 26, 27, 29] .
However, as we argued at the end of x4.4, we expect both variations to su er from similar numerical instability problems.
For comparison, we also implemented the above four methods by solving the corresponding equation (2.2) with a backward stable dense linear equation solver, with proper re-scaling whenever necessary. In all cases, we set the initial guess to be X = Z = I and y = 0. We chose = 0:25 and = 0:98, and switched to the Type-I SDPs. we generate the following quantities randomly:
{ an n by n orthogonal matrix Q ; the m by n(n + 1)=2 matrix A = (svec(A 1 ); ; svec(A m )) T and the m-vector y . { positive diagonal matrices 1 and 2 with dimensions r by r and (n?r) by (n ? r), respectively.
We then de ne the SDP by setting X = Q diag( 1 ; 0) (Q ) T ; Z = Q diag(0; 2 ) (Q ) T ; b = A svec (X ) and C = Z + A T y . It is straightforward to verify that (X ; Z ; y ) is a solution to (1.2). Type-I SDPs tend to be well-conditioned. 2 Here we followed the suggestion from a tech report version of 5]. 30
Type-II SDPs. We generate the symmetric matrices A 1 ; ; A m as
where U k 2 S r and V k 2 S n?r are random symmetric matrices, and L k is an (n ? r) by r matrix such that kL k k 10 ?4 kA k k = (1). The rest of the SDP is generated as in Type-I. With the analysis given in Alizadeh, Haeberly and Overton 5], it can be shown that Type-II SDPs generally are ill-conditioned.
Our analysis in x4.4 indicates that the amount of accuracy in the numerical solution computed by the TTT methods is related to (J S ). But our choice of S suggested in x4.4 may not be optimal. In the numerical experiments we computed the e ective condition number as e (J ) = (D J ), where D is a diagonal matrix chosen so that the rows of D J all have 2-norm 1. Since J is an (m + n(n + 1)) by (m + n(n + 1)) matrix, by Lemma 5.1, e (J ) is at most a factor of p m + n(n + 1) away from the optimal diagonal scaling. Since we were mainly concerned with numerical stability, we stopped executing a method only when further reduction in the normalized residual did not appear possible. Only the smallest normalized residual and the number of iterations to achieve it are reported.
Tables 5.1 through 5.4 summarize our results. The e ective condition numbers reported in these tables are (J ) for the AHO method and e (J ) for the others. Table 5 .1 shows that for the Type-I SDPs tested, the AHO method was able to reduce the normalized residual to close to , and its corresponding (J ) was modest. On the other hand, the NT method could only reduce the normalized residual to about 10 ?10 , and its corresponding e (J ) was much larger. The HKM and New methods were more accurate than the NT method, but less accurate than the AHO method. Among the three TTT methods, the New method had the smallest e (J ) and took the least number of iterations.
We also solved the problems in Table 5 .1 using these four methods by solving (2.2) as a dense linear system. The results are summarized in Table 5 .2. Due to the e ects of nite precision arithmetic, the iterates generated without block LU factorization are in general di erent than those with block LU. Curiously, this di erence sometimes leads to signi cant di erences in e (J ) for all the methods tested except AHO. Perhaps this is an indication that e (J ) is highly sensitive to where the current iterate is. The NT method and the HKM method still failed to reduce the normalized residual to full machine precision. Since the normalized residuals were still quite small, it is unlikely that this failure is due to non-convergence of these methods. This suggests that the numerical instability problem with these two methods is inherent and there might be no way to overcome this problem for these two methods. Table 5 .3 shows that for the Type-II SDPs tested, every one of these methods failed to reduce the normalized residual to O( ), and the corresponding (J ) or e (J ) was very large for all methods. Table 5 .3 supports our conclusion that the AHO method and the TTT methods could be numerically unstable if the J matrices have large e ective condition numbers. As in Table 5 .2, we also solved the problems in Table 5 .3 using these four methods by solving (2.2) as dense linear systems of equations. We summarize the results in Table 5 .4. As in Table 5 .2, both the AHO and the New methods were able to reduce the normalized residual to full machine precision, but the NT and the HKM methods still failed to do so. 31 6. Conclusions and Future Work. In this paper, we analyzed the AHO method and the TTT family of methods in nite precision. Our results indicate that the AHO method and the TTT methods could be numerically stable if an effective condition number associated with the coe cient matrix in (2.2) is small, but unstable otherwise. We also discussed a number of other computational issues related to these methods.
Our numerical experiments indicate that the reason the AHO method appears to be more accurate than the TTT methods is that the condition number for the AHO method is smaller. Further study is needed to better understand this phenomenon. A related issue is how to choose a direction in the TTT family to achieve best convergence and maximum numerical accuracy. for all H 2 S n . Let P be the permutation such that P vec(G) = vec(G T ) for G 2 R n n . It is easy to verify that P = P T ; P (A A) P = A A and P vec(H) = vec(H) (A.7) for all H 2 S n . We also need the following result concerning round-o errors in a dot product (see Higham 16 Proof of Theorem 4.5. It is obvious that terms in the second row of J S in equation (4.24) are bounded by ( (1 + kAk) ). In the following we will derive upper bounds on the terms in the second and third rows that do not depend on B.
We rst consider the third row of J S . With arguments similar to those in the proof of Lemma 4.4, we can bound all the terms in the (3; 3) and (3; 2) blocks of J S by O kAk 2 Similar to (A.12), the entries in the last matrix is bounded by 1=( + ) 2 for the HKM search direction P T P = Z and the NT direction, and bounded by b =( + ) 2 Hence an analysis similar to above yields S ?1 2 F y = O( ). Adding up bounds for all three rows of J S , we arrive at the equation in Theorem 4.5.
